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I'm Liz Ingraham, a sculptor and professor at UNL. I work primarily with textiles as I try to give
form and voice to lived experience.

I'm here to talk about my work in progress, Prairie Skin, and this is my studio.
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Prairie Skin is part of my ongoing project, Mapping Nebraska, which is a stitched and digitally
imaged cartography of the state—physical, social, cultural, psychological—where I live. You
can nd out more about my project at my website, mappingnebraska.com

In my Mapping project, I stitch and embroider the Nebraska terrain

And I stencil Nebraska grasses
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and I survey—drive across, photograph and lm--the landscape, with 9000 miles of travel so
far.

I make quilted squares of this Nebraska terrain, to scale. This one is the Platte River near
Grand Island.

And here's the back with stenciled grasses.

And here's one near Nebraska City and South Table Creek. These squares are translations, but
they require a certain degree of precision and accuracy to keep them faithful to the actual
terrain and I use topographic software to help me draw them to scale for stitching (1" = 596
ft").
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I also make mixed media textile constructions, called Ground Cloths, that still respond to a
speci c location but more freely and more intuitively. Here's Louisville on the left and the
con uence of the Niobrara and Missouri rivers on the right. So my Prairie Skin falls into the
Ground Cloths or mixed media textiles part of my Mapping project.

Before I began mapping Nebraska, I found this book by Candace Savage. I didn't read it as a
botanist or biologist, I read it as an artist and one of the things that stayed with me was the
strength of the grasslands.
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I learned that 75% of the biomass of grassland is below the surface and even when destroyed
by re these grasses can regrow from roots which are up to six feet deep. But I also learned
that less than 1% of tall grass prairie landcover remains as we've converted the other 99% to
crops. There was something about this hidden strength and this tenacity but also this fragility
that resonated with me.
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So I was thinking about grass and I was also thinking about water. My encounters with the
lakes and rivers in Nebraska had a deep impact on how I approached the quilted terrain
squares (the water is the only color on those squares) and I was traveling in Nebraska during
both the droughts of 2011 and the oods of 2011 and 2012 and so I also started thinking
about deep systems of the water and about the Ogallala aquifer and its tenacity and its
fragility.

And I had worked for a long time with the concept of skin and with skin in all of its meanings—
covering, barrier, protection, permeability. And I started thinking about the prairie as a kind of
skin.

So I put these things together, prairie, grass, water, skin, in ways that only art can do. And I
began asking myself what I wanted to make and how I wanted to make it. This is a page from
my project journal.

I wanted this skin to be "pieced" because of associations with aerial views and how the land is
parceled up and and also because of the economy of this method—how small scraps become
valuable and important and how we piece together knowledge or memory, assembling
fragments and making sense of them.

I had sworn I'd NEVER piece a quilt because of the precision involved. But fortunately I
discovered "intuitive quilting."

Especially the work of Jean Wells, Rayna Gillman and Gwen Marston and I realized I could
make my own version of a log cabin quilt, keeping the squares a uniform size but allowing for
variation within them.
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I think of this skin as a map, as a memory, as a shelter and as a shroud all at once. I wanted
this quilt to be large enough to wrap a human in and to be be reversible. I worked with
variations of circular patterns, settling on a rectangle with circular aps that could overlap and
tie.

I made a pattern and cut the full size components out of Tyvek and later on you'll see the lifesize Tyvek center panel as the backdrop for my pieced squares. I wanted to make sure that I
was keeping the overall scale of the quilt in mind as I worked. The numbers on the squares
refer to my gridded Nebraska map which I plan to use for the interior and the quilt will be 7
feet wide and 11 feet tall.

I collected fabric for months: whites and beiges and grays, and eco-printed fabrics with their
memories of plant forms.

And also Liberty cottons and other commercial prints. And I decided to have some solids with
intense color: turquoise, coral, green, yellow ocher, black

I draw out a 12" log cabin pattern full size on graph paper, starting with a central square or
rectangle ranging from 2 to 4". Then I pick a few fabrics, photograph those so I won't forget I
want to use them, cut out the center square or rectangle, and then let the block grow out from
there in a spiral.
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Here are the rst four squares. The hardest part is resisting the urge to change my mind.
Ripping out a seam because I reversed a fabric is one thing; ripping out just because I see a
better combination would mean I'd never nish.

I made my own printed fabric using a Gelli Plate and textile fabric paints and a variety of
hand-made and commercial stencils and my own thermofax screens.

I wanted these hand-made fabrics to bridge the gap in scale and pattern between the
commercial prints (shown at the top) and the eco-prints shown at the bottom. So they are
medium scale and they’re more organized than the eco-prints and less organized than the
commercial patterns.

I think of the lining as the memory portion of the quilt. I don't have to make all the decisions
about the lining yet but I know I want it to have text and to incorporate paper and I've begun
to make samples and think about how it could be constructed. I've practiced layering rice
paper with handwritten text and traced map lines between a backing of thin batting and an
overlay of gauzy fabric and I've free motion-quilted the water lines.

And I practiced adding turquoise stitching to emphasize certain areas.

The rice paper has tracings of the river system from my Nebraska map squares and the handwritten text contains snippets of my writing and snippets of quotes referencing the landscape
and referencing memory and loss. In my work there's always an undercurrent of language,
sometimes visible, sometimes invisible.

While developing this piece, I took an online course, Alchemy, with the UK textile artist Karen
Ruane. Karen uses both traditional and non-traditional embroidery techniques in fresh ways,
and her labor-intensive processes often refer to maternal devotion. I encourage you to take a
look at her amazing work.
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Karen’s course encouraged experimenting and exploring with hand and machine stitching and
investigating and archiving one’s experiments and project development in “ledgers”. Karen
calls them ledgers because they are, she says “evidence” which is worthy of preserving as a
resource to inform future work as well as a design challenge in their own right. So I began a
ledger to archive my development of this Prairie Skin and here are my rst two pages, hinged
together with linen tape.

Starting this ledger was terrifying to me as I had to make visible what I was thinking and give
these thoughts a certain weight and importance. But I because I was in the class I forced
myself to persevere and I continued to add to the ledger as I gathered inspiration, developed
my pattern and sampled materials.

And I continued to join the pages together to form an accordion book with single, double and
sometimes triple pages.

Here you can see me begin to develop my palette using Intense pencils and water.

And here I archived my experiments with adding numbers and other map symbols to fabric. I
knew I wanted a diversity of information in this quilt and I also wanted to reference how we
map and impose boundaries on the land.

And so I played with paint, ink, stamps and stencils. The section numbers refer back to my
hand drawn map of the state, where I divided it into 95 squares.

And I began to develop the interior and you can see my fascination with language and with the
etymology of words.
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Here are the rst 19 squares. As the squares developed, I was surprised that they had so
much color. They are more lively, more celebratory than I expected. This doesn't seem "bad"
to me as I want this quilt to function as memory and commentary as well as shelter and
shroud. And I never intended it to be gloomy, I just thought it would be more "subdued."

But I've learned to keep asking the work what it wants and to do what it says. I don't know
everything about this work yet. Far from it. All I know is enough to make the next square, and
take then next step and I'll only really understand what I'm making after I've made it.

As I nish this piece I'll remember this quote from Candace Savage (A Prairie History)
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[The completed Prairie Skin is at http://www.mappingnebraska.com/gallery/
prairie_skin_gallery.html]

